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ABSTRACT

We present a new algorithm for nonlinear blind source sepa-
ration, which is based on the geometry of the mixture space.
This space is decomposed in a set of concentric rings, in
which we perform ordinary linear ICA after central trans-
formation; we show that this transformation can be left out
if we use linear geometric ICA. In any case, we get a set
of images of ring points under the original mixing mapping.
Putting those together we can reconstruct the mixing map-
ping. Indeed, this approach contains linear ICA and post-
nonlinear ICA after whitening. The paper finishes with var-
ious examples on toy and speech data.

1. INTRODUCTION

Independent component analysis (ICA) tries to transform a
random vector X such that f(X) is as independent as pos-
sible. This is applied to the blind source separation (BSS)
case, where X is already the mixture of some underlying
independent sources S.

Classically, linear BSS, where X = AS, has been treated
most thoroughly. Several linear blind separation algorithms
have been developed starting with maximum mutual infor-
mation algorithms by Linsker [1] and Jutten’s Hebbian learn-
ing algorithm [2]. With the growing popularity of ICA,
more and more nonlinear algorithms have been proposed,
like for example algorithms for postnonlinear ICA [3] [4],
ideas based on various clustering algorithms to approximate
the mixing or unmixing models [5] [6] or Almeida’s pattern
repulsion using density uniformization [7].

We present a generalization of geometric ICA to special
nonlinear models. This nonlinear geometric algorithm is
based on the fact that when performing linear ICA, already
any restriction of the mixture random vector contains all the
information about the mixture matrix, lemma 2.3. Here, we
will subdivide the mixture space and perform linear approx-
imations in each subdivision.

The first ideas of this kind of algorithm have been pre-
sented by Puntonet et al. [8] and improved using genetic
algorithms and simulated annealing [9].

2. ALGORITHM

We want to introduce a special kind of nonlinear symmet-
ric ICA called nonlinearGeo that encompasses linear and
postnonlinear ICA. The mixing mapping can hereby be a
mapping f with |f(x)| = |x| for all x ∈ R

n. Indeed, we
could also allow any increasing function in each coordinate,
but for simplicity we will restrict ourselves to this case for
now. Then f(0) = 0, and f maps centered random vec-
tors to centered ones. So in spherical coordinates (r,Φ) :=
(r, ϕ, ϑ1, . . . , ϑn−2), we have f(r,Φ) = (r, g(r,Φ)) for
some possibly nonlinear function g : R

+
0 ×[0, 2π)×[0, π)n−2 →

[0, 2π) × [0, π)n−2.
Given a independent random variable S : Ω → R

n, set
as usual X = f ◦ S. The basic idea of the presented al-
gorithm then is to divide the mixture space R

n into a set of
concentric rings with growing radii r1, . . . , rs. In each of
the rings so defined perform a linear ICA after central trans-
formation in order to get f(riej). These images of the basis
vectors are then used to reconstruct the original signals.

This indeed encompasses linear ICA, because if we are
in the standard linear model all restrictions have the same
BSSs as the whole model:

2.1. Restriction of a random variable

We want to construct a new random vector out of a given
one by restricting the random vector in the sense that only
samples from a given region are taken into account. This
notion is formalized in the next lemma:

Lemma 2.1. Let X : Ω → R
n be a random vector on the

probability space (Ω,A), and let U ⊂ R
n be measurable

with PX(U) = P (X−1(U)) > 0. Then

X|U : X−1(U) −→ R
n

ω �−→ X(ω)

defines a new random vector on
(
X−1(U),A′) with σ-algebra

A′ := {A ∈ A |A ⊂ X−1(U)} and probability measure
P ′(A) = P (A)

PX(U) for A ∈ A′. It is called the restriction of
X to U .



If X has the density ρX , then the density of X|U can be
calculated as ρX|U = χU ρX

ρX(U) , where χU (x) is constant 1 if
x ∈ U and 0 otherwise. Hence we can construct samples of
X|U given samples x1, . . . , xs of X by taking all samples
that lie in U .

Lemma 2.2 (Transformation properties of restriction).
Let X,Y : Ω → R be random variables with densities ρX

and ρY respectively, and let U ⊂ R
n with PX(U), PY (U) >

0.

i. (λX)|(λU) = λX|U if λ ∈ R.

ii. (AX)|(AU) = A(X|U) if A ∈ Gl(n).

iii. If X is independent and U = [a1, b1]× . . .× [an, bn],
then X|U is independent.

Given an independent random vector S : Ω → R
n and

an invertible matrix A ∈ Gl(n), denote BSS(S,A) all in-
vertible matrices B ∈ Gl(n) such that BAS is independent;
elements of BSS(S,A) are said to be a linear independent
component analysis of AS or a linear blind source sepa-
ration of (S,A).

Lemma 2.3. Let S : Ω → R
n be an independent random

vector and A ∈ Gl(n) an invertible n × n-matrix. Let U =
(a1, b1) × . . . × (an, bn) ⊂ R

n with PS(U) > 0. Then

BSS(S,A) = BSS(S|U,A)

This means that if we restrict the sources to an rectan-
gular set, we still get the same linear ICAs as if we take the
whole data — which makes sense because of the linearity
of the model.

Proof. First note that by lemma 2.2 S|U is independent, so
the right side of the equation is well-defined as well.

Let B ∈ BSS(S,A). Then uniqueness of linear BSS
[10], we know that BA is the product of a non-degenerate
scaling matrix and a permutation. Using linearity, we have
B(AS)|U = BA(S|U) and this is independent, because
the mutual information is invariant under non-trivial scaling
and permutation. Hence B ∈ BSS(S|U,A).

Vice versa, if B ∈ BSS(S|U,A), then B(AS)|U =
BA(S|U) is independent, so again using uniqueness BA
is the product of a scaling and a permutation matrix, and
therefore also B ∈ BSS(S,A).

In the following, however, we will not use the rectangu-
lar blocks from lemma 2.3 but discs. This does not ’dras-
tically’ change the independence requirement to U needed
in the proof of lemma 2.3 if we assume that our data is su-
pergaussian; in this case typically the density of S nearly
vanishes outside the disc in the square encompassing the
disc.

The main algorithm consists of two parts:

2.2. Ring step

In the first step, quite similar to the BMMR step in over-
complete ICA [11], we want to recover the mixing model.
So given the samples X , choose r0 := 0 < r1 < . . . < rs.
Denote

Ki := {x ∈ R
n|ri−1 ≤ |x| < ri}.

We assume that ⋃
i

Ki = X(Ω).

In practice, we choose the radii, given a number of sam-
ples x1, . . . , xλ, that are either equi-distant or equi-sampled
meaning that we pick those radii such that ri − ri−1 = c
is constant or that |{xl|xl ∈ Ki}| = c is constant respec-
tively. An equi-distant family of radii means, that the circles
grow constantly whereas an equi-sampled radii family im-
plies that in each ring there is the same number of samples.

For R > 0 and r ≥ R, let γR(r,Φ) := (r − R,Φ) be
the mapping that collapses the disc at 0 with radius R to 0.
Note that in general independence of a random vector is not
invariant under transformation with γ, even if all its samples
lie outside the collapsed disc. Due to the fact that geomet-
ric ICA projects all its samples onto the n − 1-dimensional
sphere S(n−1) := {x ∈ R

n||x| = 1}, geometric ICA how-
ever is invariant under γ, so in general geometric algorithms
should only be applied to BSS problems; they will not trans-
form arbitrary data into random vectors that are as indepen-
dent as possible. Yet, we will use this property of geometric
ICA to our advantage, as can be seen in the following.

For i = 1, . . . , s we perform linear ICA on γri−1(X|Ki)
and get mixing matrices Ai for i = 1, . . . , s. If we use
geometric ICA algorithms, we do not have to use γri−1 but
can directly apply geometric ICA to X|Ki. Normalizing the
columns of Ai we get vectors

vj
i :=

ri−1 + ri

2
Aej

|Aej |
for j = 1, . . . , n and i = 1, . . . , s. Define the middle radius

mi :=
ri−1 + r − i

2
,

and m0 := 0 and ms+1 := rs. Then

vj
i := mi

Aej

|Aej |
If we assume that after restriction to Ki and transforma-

tion with γri−1 the f |Ki is linear, by uniqueness of standard
linear ICA and using |f(x)| = |x| we would have

f

(
ri−1 + ri

2
ej

)
= vj

i .

We contract the mixtures on the ring using γri−1 in order to
be able to use a BSS algorithm; this then yields the desired
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Fig. 1. Idea of nonlinearGeo: In the first step divide the
mixture space in a set of circle rings (here equi-distant), and
perform linear ICA on the samples in each ring, left figure.
The red circles indicate the images vj

i of the recovered mix-
ing matrices in each ring after normalization. In the second
step, right figure, recover the sources.

mixing matrix using the remark after lemma 2.3. Of course
this linearity assumption cannot hold precisely, and also un-
fortunately not in the limit of ri − ri−1 → 0 but in many
applications it works remarkably well.

This first step has been visualized in figure 1, left hand
side.

2.3. Recovery step

The second step now is similar to the BSR step in overcom-
plete ICA [11]: It consists of recovering the sources using
the estimated images vj

i of the ’ring’ unit vectors. For this
several different possibilities exist.

The most direct yet problematic one is to simply in-
vert the matrices (v1

i | . . . |vn
i ) in order to get the recovered

sources of each ring, so

g :
⋃
i

Ki −→ R
n

x �−→ (v1
i | . . . |vn

i )−1(x) if x ∈ Ki

We call this piecewise-linear nonlinearGeo or pl-nonli-
nearGeo. This has already been proposed by Puntonet [8].
Its nicest property is the fact that it is the direct inverse pro-
cedure of how we got the vj

i ’s in the first step — simply
invert the constructed mixing matrices of each ring. But
this method soon turns out to have some inherent problems:
First, the piecewise linear inversion g is not injective in gen-
eral, because two linear mappings ’fit’ together along a cir-
cle line if and only if they are the same except for scaling
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Fig. 2. Idea of pl-nonlinearGeo: in the first step (see figure
1) recover a (normalized) mixing matrix for each ring, left
image. In the second step invert this matrix and apply it to
the according ring to get the recovered sources, right im-
age. However, the sources seem to be ’tilted’ in rings with
larger radius. The two circle lines in the right picture indi-
cate the image of the outer circle mapped with the outer and
the inner recovered unmixing matrix respectively. The do
not fully overlap, as noted in the text.

and permutation. Of course this is not what we want be-
cause it would result in a simple linear ICA. Second, we
have not taken rotation and translation in each ring into ac-
count. In figure 2 we can see that this simple inversion has
problems when trying to ’stitch’ the different rings together.

Various improvements of pl-nonlinearGeo have been stud-
ied; Puntonet for example reports that splitting the rings up
into four segments improves the recovery. Another idea is
to use affine linear recovery instead of only linear recovery.
These ideas have influenced the next inversion algorithm.

Another better working inversion consists of taking the
inherent nonlinearities into account. We want to call nonlin-
earGeo using this algorithm polar nonlinearGeo. We saw
that ’stitching’ together the mappings on the various rings
seems to be problematic. So we take a pragmatic approach
and simply make them fit together by introducing nonlin-
earities.

The idea of this inversion is shown in figure 3. In order
to nicely visualize the algorithm we will now restrict our-
selves to the two-dimensional case, so n = 2. We further
divide the mixture space into sectors bounded by the ±vj

i ’s.

For this let ab := {ta + (1 − t)b|t ∈ R} be the line



through a and b, a, b ∈ R
n, and then

P 1
i := v1

i−1v
1
i ∩ v2

i−1v
2
i

P 2
i := v1

i−1v
1
i ∩ v2

i−1v
2
i

P 3
i := v1

i−1v
1
i ∩ v2

i−1v
2
i

P 4
i := v1

i−1v
1
i ∩ v2

i−1v
2
i

be the intersections of lines through ±vj
i and ±vj

i−1. Define
for i = 0, . . . , s the following ’sectors’:

H1
i := {x ∈ R

n|mi ≤ x < mi+1, arg(v1
i − P 1) ≤

arg(x − P 1) < arg(v2
i − P 1)}

H2
i := {x ∈ R

n|mi ≤ x < mi+1, arg(v2
i − P 2) ≤

arg(x − P 2) < arg(−v1
i − P 2)}

H3
i := {x ∈ R

n|mi ≤ x < mi+1, arg(−v1
i − P 3) ≤

arg(x − P 3) < arg(−v2
i − P 3)}

H4
i := {x ∈ R

n|mi ≤ x < mi+1, arg(−v2
i − P 4) ≤

arg(x − P 4) < arg(v1
i − P 4)}

Using the above convention ms = rs it is easy to see that

s⋃
i=0

H1
i ∪ H2

i ∪ H3
i ∪ H4

i =
s⋃

i=1

Ki

Now we can define the unmixing mapping g as follows:

g :
⋃
i

Ki −→ R
n

x �−→ (|x| cos ϕ(x)), |x| sin ϕ(x))

where

ϕ(x) :=
arg(x − P 1) − arg(v1

i − P 1)
arg(v2

i − P 1) − arg(v1
i − P 1)

π

2

if x ∈ H1
i ,

ϕ(x) :=
arg(x − P 2) − arg(v2

i − P 2)
arg(−v1

i − P 2) − arg(v2
i − P 2)

π

2
+

π

2

if x ∈ H2
i ,

ϕ(x) :=
arg(x − P 3) − arg(−v1

i − P 3)
arg(v2

i − P 3) + arg(v1
i − P 3)

π

2
+ π

if x ∈ H3
i and

ϕ(x) :=
arg(x − P 4) − arg(−v2

i − P 4)
arg(v1

i − P 4) + arg(v2
i − P 4)

π

2
+

3π

2

if x ∈ H4
i .

These formulas in principle mean nothing more than
that g maps each sector Hj

i onto the respective unit sec-
tor as shown in figure 3. The inner points are mapped onto

Fig. 3. Idea of polar nonlinearGeo inversion: map ring sec-
tors bounded by ±vj

i to quarter sectors on the ring. Scale
points according in this sector accordingly by only varying
their angle and fixing their length.

points with the same modulus, but the angles are scaled ac-
cording to the relative angle position of the sample within
the respective sector.

The advantage of this algorithm is the fact that by con-
struction g is obviously injective with range {x||x| < rs} so
no ’stitching’ problems occur as with the pl-nonlinearGeo.
Furthermore, the image seems to have less rotations as can
be seen in the examples in the next section.

2.4. Linear case

Lemma 2.3 shows that in the linear case the nonlinearGeo
algorithm indeed finds the linearly demixed sources, be-
cause the various ring ICAs always result in the same mix-
ing matrix, and the recovery step (both pl-nonlinear and po-
lar nonlinear) in this case simply inverts the same matrix
in every ring as can be easily checked. Figure 4 gives an
example, where we mixed a two-dimensional independent
Laplacian random vector using

A :=
(

1 1
1 −1

)
.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we want to give some example applications
of nonlinearGeo. Given the name of this algorithm, we use
as ICA algorithm in the first step a geometric algorithm,
namely the FastGeo-algorithm [12].

In our first example, we consider a nonlinear mixture of
gamma-distributed signals with high-kurtosis. After multi-
plication with a scale factor of 0.05, they have been mixed
using the nonlinear ’spiral’ mapping

σ : R
2 −→ R

2

x �−→
(

cos(π|x|) − sin(π|x|)
sin(π|x|) cos(π|x|)

)
x
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Fig. 4. Scatterplot of the a linear mixture of two Laplacian
signals. The left figure shows a scatterplot of the mixture to-
gether with the equi-distanced ring divisions. The little cir-
cles indicate the vj

i s. The right figure shows the scatterplot
of the recovered sources using the polar inversion algorithm
from above.

Algorithm covariance Eσ

polar nonlinearGeo

(
0.8464 −0.0247
−0.1360 0.8394

)
0.3814

pl-nonlinearGeo

(
0.4767 −0.1118
−0.0522 0.6249

)
0.6062

fastGeo

(
0.7487 0.4768
−0.5605 0.7876

)
2.7026

fastICA

( −0.8263 −0.3926
−0.3794 0.8590

)
1.8329

Table 1. Example 1, performance: recovery of the
nonlinearly-mixed gamma signals from figure 1 using non-
linearGeo and also linear algorithms for comparison.

We have already seen the mixtures in figure 1. There we
also show the recovered sources using polar nonlinearGeo
with equi-distant radii distribution. In table 1 we see that po-
lar nonlinearGeo performs quite well. We have also shown
the performance of linear algorithms which clearly shows
that σ is a rather strong nonlinearity. As expected, polar
nonlinearGeo performs best. Here Eσ denotes the signal re-
covery error Eσ := E1(Cov(S, T )), which measures how
close the covariance matrix is to a permutation. SCAL-
ING!!

In a second example, we consider a mixture of two speech
signals, again with the spiral mapping σ from above. Figure
5 shows the sources, the mixtures and the recoveries using
polar nonlinearGeo. In figure 6 we can also see how the
linear recoveries in the rings worked, and how polar nonlin-
earGeo recovered the sources. Table 2 again gives a com-
parison of the different algorithms for this example; again
polar nonlinearGeo performs best.

In our last example we want to consider postnonlinear

Algorithm covariance Eσ

polar nonlinearGeo

(
0.8255 −0.0012
−0.0275 0.7926

)
0.0710

pl-nonlinearGeo

(
0.9968 −0.0238
−0.0437 0.9974

)
0.1353

fastGeo

(
0.9808 0.1047
−0.2253 0.9857

)
0.4792

fastICA

(
0.9935 0.0755
−0.1259 0.9899

)
0.4062

Table 2. Example 2, performance: recovery of the
nonlinearly-mixed speech signals from figure 5 using non-
linearGeo and linear algorithms.
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Fig. 5. Example 2: Nonlinear mixture of two speech sig-
nals. The left column shows the original sources, the mid-
dle column the mixtures, and the right column the recovered
sources using polar nonlinearGeo.
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Fig. 6. Example 2: scatterplot of the nonlinear mixture from
figure 5. Again to the left, we see a scatterplot of the mixture
together with the equi-sampled ring divisions, and to the
right, the scatterplot of the recovered sources using the polar
inversion algorithm.



Algorithm covariance Eσ

polar nonlinearGeo

(
0.8 0.001

−0.04 −0.8

)
0.097

pl-nonlinearGeo

(
1.0 0.03

−0.06 −1.0

)
0.18

fastGeo

(
1.0 0.06

−0.04 −1.0

)
0.20

fastICA

( −1.0 −0.08
0.1 −1.0

)
0.42

Table 3. Example 3, performance: recovery of the
postnonlinearly-mixed speech signals from figure 5 using
nonlinearGeo and linear algorithms.
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Fig. 7. Example 3: 2 gamma distributed sources mixed by
a ’spiral mapping’.

ICA [3] [4]. The mixing mapping was chosen to be

f(x) := arctan
(

1 1
1 −1

)
x =

(
arctan(x1 + x2)
arctan(x1 − x2)

)

We mix the two speech signals from example 2 with f . Us-
ing polar nonlinearGeo we separate these signals; the al-
gorithm can be seen in figure 7. Table 3 again shows the
performance of the various algorithms; polar nonlinearGeo
performs quite well again. We see that also this postnonlin-
ear case is nicely modelled by nonlinearGeo.

4. CONCLUSION

We have presented a new nonlinear BSS algorithm that can
be interpreted as an extension of the linear geoICA algo-
rithm. In the first step, we subdivide the mixture space
into rings and find approximate linear unmixing mappings
in each such region. In the next step, we use those approx-
imated matrices to construct an unmixing mapping defined
on the whole space; for this we recall Puntonet’s piecewise-
linear approach [8], and improve it using a so-called polar
nonlinear approximation. We finish this chapter with some

examples and see that the presented polar unmixing model
even contains some postnonlinear problems.

For future work, we suggest studying the theoretical prop-
erties of the used model in more detail. It would be nice
to directly get error thresholds for the approximation de-
pending on the recovery algorithm. Furthermore other re-
covery algorithms like for example polynomial approxima-
tion using the vj

i as points with given values could be used.
First tests with polynomial approximations in two dimen-
sions seem to restrict the degree to a maximum of 3 how-
ever, so that other approximation methods would still have
to be applied afterwards.
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